Rubbery Goop looks and feels like basic play dough but it is textured differently. It is smooth,
soft and slightly stretchy. Moulding it in the hands is very addictive as the texture is
delightful. It is so much fun to play with, you can pull the goop apart and roll it back together
to form a smooth ball. You can squeeze it and it will squish through your fingers.

Ingredients
•
•
•
•

2 cups bi-carbonate soda (baking soda)
1 ½ cups water
1 cup of cornflour (corn starch)
Food colouring (optional)

Instructions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Combined all ingredients into a saucepan.
Mix the ingredients together using a whisk to remove lumps.
Heat on stove stirring with a wooden spoon.
Bring the mixture to the boil continuously stirring.
Small lumps will begin to appear, continue to stir until a thick mixture has
formed.
6. Turn out onto the bench. Be careful the Rubbery Goop will be very hot!
7. Knead together to form a smooth ball of Rubbery Goop.
8. Store in a plastic zip-lock bag or air tight container.
There are no preservatives in this recipe and depending on how many children play
with the Rubbery Goop, it can last up to two weeks.
Rubbery Goop can be played with much like play dough. It is soft, stretchy and easy
to mould and shape.
Some ideas to support learning
•
•
•

Play with Rubbery Goop much like play dough using rolling pins, play scissors
and cookie cutters.
Add gemstones, bottle tops, shells, toy cars, dinosaurs or any other nick
knacks from around the house.
Use descriptive language to describe the experience, how does the Rubbery
Goop feel? It feels soft, smooth and stretchy.

Sand Foam is perfect for sensory exploration. It is made up using only two
ingredients, sand and shaving cream.
You will need clean sand, shaving cream and a large tray or tub.
There is no real defined amounts for the ingredients, the sand and shaving cream
amounts can be adjusted until you are happy with the consistency. We started off
with 3 cups of sand and 200ml of shaving cream, however, we added another 3 cups
of sand to our mixture to explore what would happen.
Instructions
1. Add 3 cups of sand to the tray.
2. Gradually add the shaving cream and combine using hands. Add more
shaving cream until desired consistency is made.
Some Ideas to develop learning
•

•
•
•

Add dinosaurs, shells and toy cars to extend the play and encourage
imaginative play stories. The shells would make a great beach theme activity,
the dinosaurs to create a sandy dinosaur world and the toy cars creating
roads or moving sand construction site.
Hide plastic alphabet letters, numbers or other items to create a hide and
seek game.
Use descriptive language to describe the experience, how does the sand
foam feel? It feels soft, fluffy and gritty.
Draw and write in the sand foam tray. You can write your name, letters,
numbers, draw shapes and pictures.

Sorting Shapes in a Sensory Bin is a fun activity for children to learn about shapes,
colours while developing their fine motor skills. This activity is great for sensory
exploration and involves catching and scooping up coloured shape buttons and
sorting them into the matching containers. The catch, scooping and releasing action
mimics that of a child using scissors and provides a safe and fun opportunity to
develop scissor skills.
What you will need
You will need a small tub or tuff tray, 4 small containers, handy scoopers, shape
buttons, and black aquarium rocks.

Some Ideas
•
•
•
•
•
•

A simple game: name the shape, scoop it with the scooper scissors, match it
to the correct container, release the
button into the container and have another go.
Hide all the shape buttons underneath rocks. Using your hands, sift and feel
through the rocks to find them.
Sort by colour.
Make a track (like stepping stones) with the buttons on top of the black rocks.
Add other props and toys to the sensory bin to encourage imaginative play.

Cloud Dough which can sometimes be called Moon Sand is a homemade mixture
used for sensory play experiences.
The consistency of Cloud Dough can be powdery like flour and also moldable, a bit
like damp sand. It is perfect for molding, shaping, squeezing, pressing and sculpting
into different shapes.
Cloud dough has a silky-smooth texture and scented by the baby oil. It provides a
great hands-on sensory learning experience for children.
Ingredients
•
•
•

8 Cups of Plain Flour
1 Cup Baby Oil
Large tub and wooden spoon for mixing

How to make it
1.
2.
3.
4.

Measure and pour the flour into the large tub.
Add baby oil.
Mix with a wooden spoon.
Using your fingers, squeeze and press the cloud dough to blend the oil
throughout the flour.
5. Store in an air tight container.

Use an orange juice carton to make
a fun grain silo for the farm. Pour
corn into the spout and it comes out
the bottom and lands in the
tractor’s trailer!

Digging for Spaghetti Worms in Dirt is a simple sensory activity that only takes a few
moments to set up. It’s exciting, it’s messy and the kids will have so much fun
catching all the slippery and slimy spaghetti worms with tweezers and putting them
into a jar.

You will need slightly wet sand/soil from the garden, a large container or tray and
cooked spaghetti (left overs are great!). We have also used tweezers for the added
fun and development of fine motor skills but this is optional.
•

Slightly hide the spaghetti worms on the top layer of the sand/soil because too
much sand/soil can be too heavy and may break the worms as they are being
dug out.

Some Ideas to develop learning
•
•
•
•

Use your hands to squeeze, squish and dig out the spaghetti worms from the
soil.
Use the tweezers to catch the worms and place them into a container.
Count out loud as each worm is caught and placed into the jar.
Measure the different lengths of the worms such as “this worm is the longest”
or “this worm is shorter than the last one”.

Add some colour to our rice. Then place small amounts of rice into a
transparent, plastic container and add a few drops of food colouring (in this
case, red and blue to make a purple reminiscent of the flowers we see on
our Rosemary plants). Then shake the container to distribute the colour to
achieve a lovely variegated effect.
Add the dried Rosemary and mix it through the coloured rice. Next, Pour
the Rosemary rice into a clear, plastic tub with low sides and add a large
spoon, a collection of small cups, a small bottle and a small jug.

Ingredients
•
•
•
•

Cornflour
unsweetened coco powder
water
Farm animals

Put the cornflour into a large container or
tuff tray, next add the coco powder and
water, mixing well to make ‘gloop’
Add the farm animal figures and let the
children explore

Ingredients
•

8 cups flour

•

2-4 cups hot chocolate mix

•

2 cups oil

Measure out the flour and hot chocolate mix into a large container. Add enough
hot chocolate mix to get the colour and scent that you’d like
Start with adding just 1 1/2 cup of oil to the dry mixture, fully incorporate it using
your hands or a wooden spoon. You want the dough to seem dry to the touch,
but also stick together if you grab a handful. Add extra in 1/2 cup increments
until you reach the desired texture.
The cloud dough should be soft and powdery, not wet, and hold a shape when
squished.
You can also include several fun kitchen tools for the children to include in their
play:
•
•
•
•
•

manual flour sifter (great for practicing finger strength and dexterity)
teddy bear-shaped cake liners
tea cups
cookie cutters
silicone tea cup “cupcake” liner

What you will need:
•
•
•
•

Toilet paper – varies on how much
you want to make
Bar of natural soap – Grated
Water
Food colouring

Tear up a bunch (2 rolls) of toilet paper. Then add water to a measuring cup (think it
was 4 cups). To the water add the food coloring and spices if you wish to use any.
Next add the grated soap and mix in the hot water.
You could add different spice and colourings for different occasions, such as
pumpkin spice, cinnamon, wild berry scent, lemon. This will add another aspect of
smell into the sensory activity.

Note: This marshmallow slime starts off in the microwave. The marshmallow
mixture will be hot!

You will need
•
•
•

Jumbo Marshmallows
Powdered Sugar
Cooking Oil (as needed)

Instructions
1. Add 1 packet marshmallows to a microwave safe bowl and
microwave for 30-sec intervals to melt. You don’t want to overheat
them as they will burn!
2. Remove the bowl carefully from microwave using potholders as
needed. Stir carefully to evenly distribute heat. Heat again if needed.
3. Add powdered sugar to melted marshmallow mixture. This isn’t an
exact science but you can add 1/4 cup at a time if you use the whole
bag.
4. Mix the marshmallows and powdered sugar thoroughly. Repeat as
needed for thickening.

WARNING: MARSHMALLOW WILL BE HOT!

